anatomy, I conceive, the evil calls aloud for reformation.
Technical terms should be used only when common language is inadequate to the purpose; and when such a term must be resorted to, it should be applicable to one thing only, and susceptible of no other meaning than the one that has been applied to it. How few, however, of our technicalities are in these respects unobjectionable ! Many of them can be as easily expressed in English as in Latin or Greek ; but the more lofty sounding Greek or Latin appellation has been used, whilst the more simple and intelligible English term has been uniformly rejected. In the formation of these technicalities, science and principle of every kind appear to have been overlooked, and we can discover nothing that has given rise to them but the most puerile conceits, and the crudest and most absurd notions of the things intended by such terms to be notified or illustrated. Many of our technical terms were introduced in the infancy of the science; and although since that period, discovery has pressed hard upon discovery, and improvement upon improvement?although the theories which gave rise to many of the terms in question have been proved to be ill-founded?still these terms are as pertinaciously adhered to as if they had been formed on principles the most just and incontrovertible.
There is something exceedingly repulsive in the nomenclature of anatomy. It In accordance with general principles, then, the arrangement is exceedingly simple. The supra-spinatus will be the 1st muscle of the shoulder, the infra-spinatus the 2d, the teres minor the 3d, the teres major the 4th, and the subscapularis, which requires to be enumerated after the superficial, is the 5th muscle of the shoulder. The numerical names of these muscles is infinitely more simple and expressive than the technical. By the technical nomenclature, only one of these muscles takes its name directly from the bone on which it lies, and consequently only one of them has a reference to the shoulder. Other two are named from their connexion with a certain process of the second shoulder bone?a process, too, the name of which is common to many others. 
